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Business administration major in human resource management salary

By Dr. Kelly S. Meier Updated September 24, 2018 A human resource manager is a senior member of the leadership group of any company or organization. Responsible for pay, benefits and dispute resolution, a human resources manager works closely with employees and employers to ensure that the
organization runs smoothly. A significant paycheck makes this position an attractive career choice. A human resources manager oversees all facets of hiring practices and employee relationships. Talent recruitment, interviewing, hiring and orientation are key tasks for a human resource manager.
Mediating employee conflicts and assisting managers with discipline and termination of employees falls within the responsibilities of a human resources manager. Other tasks include wage management, insurance benefits, medical or disability leave and compliance with labour law. In small businesses, a
human resources manager can be responsible for the extensive needs of the workforce. In large organisations, human resources managers can oversee a team of professionals who lead individual special areas. If your goal is to become a human resource manager, pursue a bachelor's degree in
business with a specialization in human resource management. Many colleges offer a degree program focusing on core competencies related to staff practices in an organization. Courses include business law, management, management, ethics, communication and data analysis. An advanced degree
will significantly increase your marketability as a human resources manager. An M.A. in personnel management includes in-depth knowledge of organizational assessment, employment law, diversity and inclusion practices, management communication and work relations. After six years of post-
secondary education, you'll be ready to land a job in a lucrative business area. The median base salary for a human resource manager is $106,910, as reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2016. Companies still need human resources managers to deal with personnel issues. As economic
developments increase, the availability of human resources managers will also increase. Education alone will not get you a job as Mr Resource Manager. Experience is key. Set your sights on an internship in a human resources department so you can get an inside view of what's happening on a daily
basis. An entry-level position in a larger organization is a great way to begin your career journey. Start networking with organizational management as soon as possible. A mentor will help you learn the organizational culture and help plan your career path. Choose a specialty and become an expert. For
example, if employee motivation is an interest, develop and suggest a recognition program. Before you know it, you'll be tapped into a leadership position. As organisations always need senior administrators to positions are expected to increase by nine percent between now and 2026. This is an average
growth rate. Positions are widely available, but major cities like Chicago, New York and Los Angeles have the highest concentration of human resources management positions. Human resources is a department of a company that helps with the recruitment, management of personnel and the distribution
of talent. There are quite a few companies that don't run a large HR department because they believe that hiring many are done by department managers, but they miss an opportunity to ensure the success of their business with proper hiring. Hiring practices used by a skilled HR division will ensure that
the company is productive and the staff hired are more likely to stay with the company. The HR department takes responsibility off managers managers simply don't have enough time today to hire their employees and do their jobs. They will juggle their work in a way that is not healthy and they will lose
productivity every day because they are doing too much. Employment can be handled outside their department and they will find people coming in who are ready for the job. The applications are simpler The application process is quite simple because it allows the company to take many applications in
one day and they are given every opportunity to ensure that they have captured all the available talent. The company will process applications quickly and they will see interviews begin after each application has been checked. Managers around the company are working as normal and they will see
someone arrive soon ready to work. Interviewing Proper Leaders simply don't have time to make sure they conduct proper interviews because their schedules are too busy. The interviews conducted by human resources will be quite thorough and they will complete a massive profile of the candidate
before they are finished. The interviews will lead to better recruitment and the people who are employed will be sent to the right places. Managers will see new employees arrive who are perfect for their divisions, and they won't lift a finger to find them. Keeping Employees Happy HR is a service that
ensures that all parts of the company are satisfied with their work experience, and the division will do a great deal to help employees receive insurance, benefits and other perks that make their jobs worthwhile. HR can be quite a big part of the company that will do the job no one else can do and they will
handle everything from the newest to the oldest employees. All issues related to HR practice go to the division without interrupting the work of company executives. They move quickly All problems that need to be solved can be completed without any problems at all in the walls of the HR office. Their
employees will handle employee experiences day, and they will managers as needed. Managers don't have to deal with complaints as they are removed from the process and they will see new employees arrive if someone should leave. The human resources department will do many things that a
manager once did, and they will do it quickly. They don't waste time internally, and they don't force the managers in each department to lift a finger for employee benefits. Splitting the company's work is a much simpler way to ensure that the company is efficient, productive and employing the right people.
Related Resource: The 25 Best Bachelors in Human Resources Programs The Independent, Trusted Guide to Online Education for Over 22 Years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All rights reserved a Bachelor of Science degree with a concentration in Business/Human
Resource Management is available to online students through Golden Gate University. This program is designed to prepare students to enter today's competitive market with confidence and employable skills. Each student will take on studies, including but not limited to: Labor-Management
RelationsTraining Methods and AdministrationEmploensation Decision MakingInstructors working professionals bring real-world experience to the online classroom. Students will learn the best methods, techniques and tools to reinvent the workplace through training, evaluation and compensation of
employees. Develop skills to manage a staff and discover actionable solutions to business problems with Golden Gate University online.% Online 100% Online High School or Equivalent 2.0 or above (4.0 scale) Official College Transcript (s), Official High School Transcript/GED Score, Statement of
Purpose/Intent, Resume/CVAdditional InfoApplicants with less than 12 semester credits for transfer will be considered on the basis of: A high school GPA of 3.00 or higherResumeTre or several years of professional work experienceStatement of purposePossible interviewRestricted StatesAlabama,
Arkansas, Delaware, District of Columbia, Georgia, Maryland, Minnesota, New Mexico, Wisconsin Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All rights reserved The independent, trusted guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved
Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Human Resource Management (HRM) is the term used to describe formal systems devised for the management of people in an organization. The responsibilities of the human resources manager fall into three main areas: staff, employee compensation and benefits and
the definition/design of work. Basically, HRM aims to maximize an organization's productivity by optimizing employee efficiency. This mandate is unlikely to in any fundamental way, despite the ever-increasing increase in As Edward L. Gubman noted in the Journal of Business Strategy, the basic mission
of human resources will always be to acquire, develop and retain talent; workforce to the company and be an excellent contributor to the company. These three challenges will never change. Until very recently, an organization's human resources department was often sent to lower levels of the corporate
hierarchy, despite the fact that its mandate is to rebuild and nurture what is often quoted-;legitimately-;as an organization's greatest resource, it is the workforce. However, in recent years, recognition of the importance of personnel management for a company's overall health has grown dramatically. This
recognition of the importance of HRM includes small businesses, because although they generally do not have the same amount of human resources requirements as make larger organizations, they also face personnel management issues that can have a decisive impact on the company's health. As
Irving Burstiner commented in The Small Business Handbook, Hiring the Right People-;and training them well-;can often mean the difference between scraping out the smallest of livelihoods and steady growth in business'|. Staffing problems do not discriminate between small and large companies. You'll
find them in every company, regardless of size. Business consultants note that modern personnel management is guided by several overarching principles. Perhaps the overriding principle is a simple recognition that human resources are the most important assets of an organization; a business cannot
succeed without managing this resource efficiently. Another important principle, formulated by Michael Armstrong in his book A Handbook of Human Resource Management, is that the company's success is most likely to be achieved if the personnel policies and procedures of the company are closely
related to, and make a major contribution to, the achievement of the company's goals and strategic plans. A third guiding principle, which is equal in scope, states that it is HR's responsibility to find, secure, guide and develop employees whose talents and aspirations are compatible with the company's
operational needs and future goals. Other HRM factors that shape corporate culture - either by encouraging integration and collaboration across the company, introducing quantitative performance metrics or taking other measures - are also widely cited as key components of the company's success.
HRM, summarized Armstrong, is a strategic approach to the acquisition, motivation, development and management of the organization's human resources. It is devoted to shaping an appropriate corporate culture, and introducing programs that reflect and support the core values of the company and
ensure its success. Responsibilities in the human resources department can be divided into three areas: career. Individual management involves identifying their strengths and weaknesses. their shortcomings and make their best contribution to the company. These tasks are carried out through a range of
activities such as performance assessments, training and testing. Organizational development, meanwhile, focuses on promoting a successful system that maximizes human (and other) resources as part of larger business strategies. This important obligation also includes the creation and maintenance
of an amendment programme which allows the organisation to respond to developments outside and internal impacts. Finally, there is the responsibility for managing career development. This involves matching people with the most suitable jobs and career paths in the organisation. Personnel
management functions are ideally located near the theoretical center of the organization, with access to all areas of the company. As the HRM department or manager is tasked with managing the productivity and development of workers at all levels, human resources personnel should have access to and
support from key decision-makers. In addition, the HRM department should be located in such a way that it is able to communicate effectively with all areas of the business. HRM structures vary widely from business to business, shaped by the type, size, and governing philosophies of the organization
they serve. But most organizations organize HRM functions around clusters of people to be helped - they perform recruitment, administration and other tasks in a central location. Different employee development groups for each department are necessary to train and develop employees in specialized
areas, such as education and training. In contrast, some HRM departments are completely independent and are organized solely by function. The same training department, for example, serves all departments in the organization. In recent years, however, observers have cited a clear trend towards
fundamental reassessments of human resources structures and attitudes. A cascade of changing business conditions, changing organizational structures, and changing leadership has been forcing human resources departments to change their perspectives on their role and function almost overnight,
wrote John Johnston in Business Quarterly. In the past, companies have structured themselves on a centralized and divided basis - head office, marketing, production, shipping, etc. They are now seeking to decentralize and integrate their activities and develop cross-functional teams.|. Today, senior
management expects HR to move beyond its traditional, divided 'bunker' approach to a more integrated, decentralised support function. In view of this change in expectations, Johnston noted that an increasingly tendency in the decentralise the HR function and make it accountable to specific line
management. This increases the likelihood that HR will be considered and included as an integral part of the business process, similar to its marketing, finance and operations partners. However, HR will maintain a centralised functional relationship in areas where specialised expertise is really needed,
such as compensation and recruitment responsibilities. Personnel management is concerned with the development of both individuals and the organisation in which they operate. HRM is therefore not only committed to securing and developing the talents of individual employees, but also in implementing
programs that improve communication and cooperation between individual employees in order to promote organizational development. The primary responsibilities related to personnel management include: job analysis and personnel, organisation and use of the workforce, measurement and assessment
of workforce performance, implementation of reward systems for employees, professional development of workers and maintenance of the workforce. Job analysis consists of determining - often using other business areas - the nature and responsibilities of different employment positions. This may
include identifying the skills and experience needed to be able to perform in a post, identifying job and industrial trends and anticipating future employment levels and qualification requirements. Job analysis is the cornerstone of HRM practice because it provides valid information about jobs used to hire
and promote people, establish salaries, determine training needs, and make other important HRM decisions, stated Thomas S. Bateman and Carl P. Zeithaml in Management: Function and Strategy. Manning, meanwhile, is the actual process of managing the flow of staff to within (through transfers and
promotions), and out of an organization. Once the recruitment part of the personnel process is completed, the selection is made through job postings, interviews, reference checks, tests and other tools.Organization, utilization and maintenance of a company's workforce is another key function of HRM.
This involves designing an organizational framework that makes maximum use of a company's human resources and establishing communication systems that help the organization function in a consistent way. Other responsibilities in this area include occupational safety and health and the relationship
between workers and workers. Human resources maintenance activities related to health and safety usually involve compliance with federal laws that protect employees from workplace hazards. These regulations are handed down from several federal agencies, including the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and various organs, organs, implementing laws in the field of worker compensation, employee protection and other areas. Maintenance tasks related to the relationship between worker and management involve primarily:
working with trade unions; handling complaints related to misconduct, such as theft or sexual harassment, and devising communication systems to promote collaboration and a shared sense of mission among employees. Performance assessment is the practice of assessing employees' job performance
and providing feedback to these employees on both positive and negative aspects of their performance. Performance metrics are very important for both the organisation and the individual, because they are the primary data used to determine wage increases, promotions and, for workers who perform



unsatisfactory, dismissal. Reward systems are typically also managed by HR areas. This aspect of human resource management is very important, because it is the mechanism through which organisations give their workers rewards for past achievements and incentives for high performance in the future.
It is also the mechanism by which organisations address problems within their workforce through the implementation of disciplinary measures. Aligning the workforce with the company's goals, Gubman said, requires offering workers an employment relationship that motivates them to take ownership of the
business plan. Employee development and training is another important responsibility for HR employees. HR is responsible for examining an organization's training needs and for initiating and evaluating employee development programs designed to meet these needs. These training programs can range
from orientation programs, which are designed to acclimatize new hires to the company, to ambitious training programs designed to familiarize workers with a new software system. After bringing the right talent into the organization, Gubman wrote, the other traditional challenge for human resources is to
align the workforce with the company, to constantly build the capacity of the workforce to execute the business plan. This is done through performance assessments, training and other activities. In performance assessment, HRM professionals must devise uniform assessment standards, develop audit
techniques, train managers to manage assessments, and then evaluate and follow up on the effectiveness of performance assessments. They must also tie the assessment process to compensation and incentive strategies and work to ensure that federal rules are adhered to. Responsibilities related to
training and development activities, meanwhile, include the determination, design, execution and analysis of training programmes. The HRM subject should be aware of the elements of learning and motivation and must carefully design and monitor education and development programmes that benefit the
overall as well as the individual. The importance of this aspect of a company's operation can hardly be overstated. As Roberts, Seldon, and Roberts stated in Human Resources Management, the quality of the employees and their development through training and training are important factors in
determining the long-term viability of a small business'|. Research has shown particular benefits that a small company receives from training and developing its workers, including: increased productivity; reduced employee turnover increased efficiency resulting in financial gains [and] reduced the need for
supervision. Meaningful contributions to business processes are increasingly recognised as being covered by active human resource management practices. Of course, human resources managers have always contributed to overall business processes in certain respects - by communicating guidelines
for and monitoring employee behavior, for example, or ensuring that the organization complies with worker-related regulatory guidelines. Now, an increasing number of companies are incorporating human resources managers into other business processes as well. In the past, human resources managers
were thrown into a support role, where their thoughts on cost-benefit justifications and other operational aspects of the business were rarely requested. But as Johnston noted, the changing nature of business structures and the market makes it increasingly necessary for business owners and managers to
pay more attention to the human resources aspects of operations: Tasks that were once neatly slotted into well-defined and narrow job descriptions have given way to broad job descriptions or role definitions. In some cases, completely new working relationships have developed; teleworking, permanent
part-time roles and outsourcing of large non-strategic functions are becoming more frequent. All of these changes, in which human resources managers are heavily involved, are important factors in shaping the company's performance. In recent years, several business trends have had a significant impact
on the wider area of HRM. Chief among them were new technologies. These new technologies, in particular in the field of electronic communications and information dissemination and retrieval, have dramatically changed the business landscape. Satellite communications, computers and network
systems, fax machines and other devices have all made it easier to change the way companies interact with each other and their employees. For example, teleworking has become a very popular option for many employees, and HRM professionals have had to develop new guidelines for this new subset
of employees. Changes in organizational structure have also affected the changing face of personnel management. Continued erosion of manufacturing in the UNITED States and other countries combined with The increase in service industries in these countries has changed the workplace, as has the
decline in trade union representation in many industries (these two trends are in fact often considered interrelated). In addition, organisational philosophies have undergone change. Many companies have scrapped or adjusted their traditional, hierarchical organisational structures in favour of flatter
management structures. HRM experts note that this shift in responsibility led to a need to reassess job descriptions, assessment systems and other elements of human resources management. A third factor of change has been to accelerate market-glorating globalisation. This phenomenon has increased
competition for both customers and workplaces. The latter development allowed some companies to demand higher performance from their employees while holding the line on compensation. Other factors that have changed the nature of HRM in recent years include new management and operational
theories like Total Quality Management (TQM), rapidly changing demographics, and changes in health insurance and federal and state employment law. A small business's human resource management needs are not of the same size or complexity as a large enterprise. Nevertheless, even a company
with only two or three employees faces important staff management problems. In fact, the stakes are very high in the world of small businesses when it comes to recruiting and managing employees. No company wants an employee who is lazy or incompetent or dishonest. But a small company with a
workforce of half a dozen people will be hurt far more by such an employee than will a company with a workforce that numbers in the hundreds (or thousands). Nonetheless, most small business employers have no formal training in how to make hiring decisions, noted Jill A. Rossiter of Human Resources:
Mastering Your Small Business. Most have no real sense of the time it takes or the costs involved. All they know is that they need help in the form of a good sales manager, a good secretary, a good welder, and so on. And they know they need someone they can work with who is willing to set in motion to
learn the company and do the job. It sounds simple, but it's not. Before hiring a new employee, the small business owner should weigh up more considerations. The first step the small business owner should take when pondering an expansion of the employees' payroll is to honestly assess the status of
the organization itself. Are current employees being properly exploited? Are current production methods effective? Can the company's needs be met through an agreement with an external contractor or otherwise? Do you use as the owner time appropriately? As Rossiter noted, any personnel change
should be considered an opportunity to rethink your organizational structure. Little Little also need to match the talents of potential employees with the needs of the company. Efforts to deal with this can be achieved in a much more efficient way if the small business owner devotes energy to defining the
job and actively participating in the recruitment process. However, the personnel management task does not end with the creation of a detailed job description and the selection of an appropriate employee. The hiring process actually marks the beginning of HRM for the small business owner. Small
business consultants strongly encourage even the most modest of companies to implement and document policies regarding human resources issues. Few small businesses can afford even a fledgling human resources department during the first few years of the company's operations, acknowledged
Burstiner. Nevertheless, a large mass of staff forms and data is generally accumulated quite quickly from the beginning. In order to minimise the problems, specific personnel policies should be established as early as possible. These will be useful guides in all areas: recruitment and selection, wage
structure and staff benefits, training, promotions and terminations and the like. Depending on the nature of the business (and the owner's own comfort zone), the owner may even involve his employees in this endeavor. In any case, a carefully considered employee handbook or personnel manual can be
an invaluable tool to ensure that the owner of the small business and its employees are on the same page. In addition, a written protocol may give a small undertaking some protection in the event that its management or operating procedures are called into question in its management or operating
procedures in the legal field. Some small business owners also need to consider training and other development needs in managing their company's employees. The need for such educational supplements can vary dramatically. A bakery owner, for example, may not need to devote much of its resources
to employee training, but a company that provides electrical wiring services to commercial customers may need to implement a system of continuing training for its workers in order to remain viable. Finally, the small business owner must establish and maintain a productive working atmosphere for his
workforce. Employees are much more likely to be productive assets to your company if they feel they are treated fairly. The small business owner, who clearly communicates personal expectations and company goals, provides adequate compensation, provides meaningful opportunities for career
development, expects labor training and developmental needs, and provides meaningful feedback to his or her employees are much more likely to be successful than the owner who is neglected in any of these areas. Armstrong, Michael. A handbook for human resource management practices. Kogan
Page Limited, 1999. Burstiner, Irving. Small business enterprises Prentice Hall, 1988. Green, Paul C. Building Robust Competencies: Connecting Human Resource Systems to Organizational Strategies. Jossey-Bass, 1999. Gubman, Edward L. The gauntlet is down. Journal of Business Strategy.
November to December 1996. Phillip, Harris. Management of the knowledge culture. Human Resource Development Press, March 2005. Johnston, John. Time to rebuild human resources. Business Quarterly. Winter 1996. Mathis, Robert L. and John H. Jackson. Human resource management. Thomson
South-Western, 2005. Rossiter, Jill A. Human Resources: Mastering your small business. Upstart Publishing, 1996. Salomon, Charlene Marmer. Working Smarter: How HR Can Help Personnel Journal. They shall be published in the Commission on 13 June 1993. Ulrich, Dave. Results: A new mandate
for HR staff. Harvard Business School Press, 1998. U.S. Small Business Administration. Roberts, Gary, Gary Seldon and Carlotta Roberts. Human Resources Management. n.d.Editorial Disclosure: Inc. writes about products and services in this and other articles. These articles are editorially independent
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